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J.M. Batteau

Editorial

“Time out for some deep study and reflection!” This is the tenor of the
decision taken by the General Synod of the Reformed Churches in The
Netherlands (Liberated) with respect to the tough question, “should
women be allowed to all church offices”? (see Lux Mundi issue 1 of 2014
for the background to this decision).

A

s we can read in this issue, the Synod
said “No” to the recommendations of the
committee of deputies ‘Man/woman in the
church’. The majority of this committee had come
to the conclusion that women can be ordained
to the office of minister, elder, or deacon. The
Synod disagreed. Instead, the Synod approved
the following statement: “When you read the
Bible, you see two lines of development regarding
this issue. One line emphasizes the equivalence
of men and women, the other line emphasizes
the difference in responsibility between men
and women. These two lines must be taken into
account in further investigations.”

Two lines of development

This approach has some strong Biblical support.
First, with respect to the equivalent value and
function of men and women. In Genesis 1 we read:
“Then God said, ‘Let us make man in Our image...
let them have dominion... over all the earth... So
God created man in His own image... male and
female He created them. Then God blessed them,
and God said to them, ‘Be fruitful and multiply; fill
the earth and subdue it; have dominion over the
fish... over the birds... and over every living thing...”
(Genesis 1:26-28, NKJV). Man and woman are here
equivalently image of God, and both are called
identically to rule over the earth in God’s name.
Later, in Proverbs 31, we get a picture of a richly
gifted woman, who uses all her gifts, and with
significant independence, to develop the earth,
human society, and her home to the glory of God:
“She opens her mouth with wisdom, and on her
tongue is the law of kindness... a woman who
fears the LORD, she shall be praised” (Proverbs
31:26,30). The ideal woman demonstrates in many
ways, including her speech, that she is fully the
image of God.
Secondly, this approach has strong Biblical support
with respect to the difference in responsibility
between men and women. In the New Testament,
Paul calls the married man the ‘head’ of his wife,
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mirroring Christ’s headship of the church: “Wives,
submit to your own husbands, as to the LORD.
For the husband is the head of the wife, as also
Christ is head of the church... Therefore, just as
the church is subject to Christ, so let the wives be
to their own husbands in everything” (Ephesians
5:22-24).
And Paul calls for men to taking a leading role in
joint worship. He writes in 1 Timothy 2: “I desire
therefore that the men pray everywhere, lifting
up holy hands, without wrath and doubting... Let
a woman learn in silence with all submission.
And I do not permit a woman to teach or to have
authority over a man, but to be in silence. For
Adam was formed first, then Eve. And Adam was
not deceived, but the woman being deceived, fell
into transgression” (1 Timothy 2:8-14). Men appear
here to have a God-given calling to spiritual
leadership, from the beginning.

Take this into account

The new committee of deputies, the new ‘Man/
woman and church office’ committee, has its
work cut out for it. And its work revolves around
these two ‘lines of development’. Some in the RCN
deplore this description of the task of the new
committee, feeling it assumes something (the
‘two lines of development’) which has insufficient
proof from Scripture. However, the Synod has
spoken, and the new committee has this special
task now.

Church office in the catholic church

It is important to realize that the new committee,
and indeed we as a RCN community, are not alone
here on this earth. The catholic church, including
our sister-churches around the world, but also the
community of faith down through the ages, forms
our communion of saints. The early church, the
medieval church, the church of the Reformation of
the 16th century, and the church of reformations
since then, are a source of wisdom, believers who
have sought to read, understand, and live out the
written Word of God in the power of the Holy
Spirit. What does God say about church offices?
We pray that He will help us in the RCN to listen to
Him carefully. n
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“In this matter may the Lord pardon your servant:
when my master goes into the house of Rimmon to
worship there, leaning on my arm, and I bow myself
in the house of Rimmon, when I bow myself in the
house of Rimmon, the Lord pardon your servant in this
matter.”  He said to him, “Go in peace.”
(2 Kings 5:18-19)

E. Brink

A budding yet strong faith

H

ow lenient the prophet is towards
Naaman from Syria. What on earth is
going on? Naaman is being allowed to
bow down in the temple of a strange god! Does not
the permission granted by Elisha have far-reaching
consequences? And if this is considered to be no
problem…why should we be concerned about all
sorts of similar practices today? Apparently, God
takes softening circumstances into account.

Strong, but budding

Let us start by listening in wonder to Naaman’s
statement. What a profession of faith: there is no
God in all the earth but in Israel! An easy thing to
say, considering that he had just been healed...? No,
it was not something that was to be expected. Seen
against his religious background, he could easily
have said: that god is also a great god, alongside
our Syrian gods. The god of Israel appears to be
good at working miracles and has slightly higher
calibre (or kilowatts) than our gods. However,
Naaman’s declaration takes it much farther. He
renounces his own god! Israel’s God alone is God.
And that was the very trouble with God’s people.
They worshipped other gods on the side. The only
true God had to wait his turn in line with the
others. Baal had become serious competition. The
god of the economy ruled, pushing the living God to
second place in the hearts of the people. Moreover,
Elisha had already performed several miracles in
God’s name, but the people were blind to them. Yet
n About the author
Rev. Egbert Brink (PhD) is lecturer of Old Testament and Practical Theology at the
Theological University of Kampen and teacher at the Reformed Academy in Zwolle.
He is still part-time minister of the congregation in Waddinxveen and regular guest
lecturer at Faculté de Théologie Evangélique de Bangui and Faculté Jean Calvin in
Aix-en-Provence.
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this Syrian needed but one miracle to acknowledge
the living God as the One True God!
However, it is obvious that this man stands at the
beginning. His faith is strong, but still budding. It
still needs to grow. He and his entourage travel
back to Elisha, spreading out their riches before
him. Naaman insists upon paying. Elisha must
name the price. Doesn’t one good turn deserve
another? Naaman is speaking out of his own
background here. He knows no other way. This
demands payment. Everything has its price and
there’s no such thing as a free lunch. He is willing
to pay generously. That, too, fits the bill for all
other religions: I give you something and I get
something back in return. Nothing is for nothing.
Any god you care to name requires payment and
is like man in this sense. He wants something in
return for the favour he has done you. Naaman
knows no better. He is grateful and wishes to
express his gratitude by paying generously. Were
Elisha to demand his entire wealth, he would not
object.

Far-reaching acknowledgement

Elisha refuses categorically. He will not accept
anything at all. That is very price-conscious of him.
He points away from himself. He is no miracle
worker requiring payment. He points away from
himself toward God. God is priceless! Naaman must
be given a clearer view of who the real true God is.
He is quite unlike any other godhead. He does not
accept payment from people. Only the thought!
You can never make God richer than He is. He is the
Creator. He works only for free. All God asks for is
acknowledgment. Naaman seems to recognize this,
as he no longer urges Elisha to accept.
He is determined to return to his country. As a
60

impression that he is renouncing the God of Israel.
It bothers him, because he has discovered that God
wants his whole life. He brings this up out of his faith
in God. He has a pure ardour for God, acknowledging
Him as the One and Only, but his heartfelt question
is: will God be able to tolerate this?

Elisha refusing the gifts of
Naaman (by Pieter Franz
de Grebber, 1637)

high-ranking general he simply has to go back.
But before he does, he makes a special request. He
craves to take a cartload of earth back with him.
Transportation of holy ground? In order to set up
his own branch of Israel? His intention is to build
an altar for God to be able to serve him in his own
country. This is a singular event! Once again, he
shows his faith. He has been saved and freed of his
disease by God. Something never to be forgotten.
He does not want ever to lose this God. But isn’t
it superstitious to take earth home with him?
Elisha passes no comment and meets Naaman’s
request. He, apparently, takes into account the
circumstances and a budding faith that still needs
to blossom and grow.
And then one step further! Whatever is Naaman
asking now? Whether he can continue to uphold
the religion of Rimmon, while acknowledging God
in his heart? Like holding on to the outward form
of one’s old religion of Hinduism, Buddhism or
Islam by maintaining the customs? To the observer
nothing appears to change on the outside, while
one believes in the God of Israel deeply inside. Is
that possible? Is that permissible?

Conscientious objections

Naaman does not say that he is now going to
worship God in the temple of Rimmon. That is not
his intention at all. There is but one God! Not for
nothing does he take earth with him to build a
separate altar as a holy place to worship God. He is
not pretending. As a general he must accompany
his king. And when the king kneels, he always leans
on his general. He must bow down as the king’s
so-called ‘walking stick’, to support him. That is a
far cry from worshipping. This regards a military
service and duty. Were Naaman to refuse this
duty, he would place himself under suspicion and
make things impossible for himself. Yet Naaman
brings even this forward as conscientious objection.
Under no circumstance does he wish to give the
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How different from Israel! God’s own people see
no problem in combining religions. ‘Why not have
your cake and eat it? Serving Baal and other gods
alongside the God of Israel; do they not all have
their own speciality? Appearances count, so you
really must follow the latest fashion.’ But this
is not the issue for Naaman. He maintains his
acknowledgement of God as the only God. It is just
that he fears that his work will get him into trouble,
because the religious customs are so intertwined
with state business.

Accompanied by peace

“Go in peace!” What kind of answer is that? Does
Elisha not know what to say? Does the situation
have him at a loss for words? Or does he not care?
Do not forget that this is an exceptional situation.
It usually happened that when non-Jews came to
acknowledge God, they joined the Jewish people
in order to integrate further. But Naaman is not
staying, he is returning to his homeland. This is a
unique situation.
‘You have my blessing?’ That is a real bonus.
Naaman can take the peace of God home with him.
That peace must protect and guard his thoughts.
And keep him close to God Himself. Elisha is not
uncaring, he does not leave Naaman to his fate. He
leaves him to God and to God’s guidance. He allows
him to walk free. He does not give a straight stepby-step answer. He does not have to. God will take
care of his servant Naaman. Naaman himself will
progress in understanding. Since his conscience is
already speaking so clearly now that he wants to
hold on to God, then God will also hold on to him.
Elisha seems to have all the faith in the world in
him, not allowing himself to be ruled by fear, but by
peace. Therefore he can say with an easy heart: Go
in the name of peace. nw
n Note
■■ This article first appeared in the Dutch language

as “Pril maar sterk geloof” in Nader Bekeken, vol.
19 (2012), pp.349-350. This translation is by Sabrine
Bosscha-Timmermans. All Scripture quotations
and references are taken from the English Standard
Version of the Bible (ESV).
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J.M. Batteau

 aith and life in all its dimensions
F
The Augustinian tradition of
Abraham Kuyper and Klaas Schilder

The great church father, Augustine (354-430), in his Retractions, written at
the end of his life, provides a brief description of the contents of his work,
The City of God (Latin: De Civitate Dei). This great undertaking was at last
completed in twenty-two chapters.... Of these twelve (last) chapters, the
first four contain an account of the origin of these two cities – the city of
God, and the city of the world. The second four treat of their history or
progress; the third and last four, of their deserved destinies.

Augustine Himself

The great church father, Augustine (354-430), in his
Retractions, written at the end of his life, provides
a brief description of the contents of his work,
The City of God (Latin: De Civitate Dei). This great
undertaking was at last completed in twenty-two
chapters.... Of these twelve (last) chapters, the first
four contain an account of the origin of these two
cities – the city of God, and the city of the world.
The second four treat of their history or progress;
the third and last four, of their deserved destinies.
According to Augustine, the course of human
history is not merely an immanent series of
events, within the material world, to be explained
by phenomenal research and theories of purely
immanental causation. History is rather seen as
having a constant transcendent and eschatological
dimension, interacting with invisible spiritual beings,
evil and good, and moving on to our final destiny as
human beings. According to Augustine, the ‘City of
man’ is trying to achieve a blissful eternity with the
help of the ‘gods’, whom he calls demons in disguise,
whereas the ‘City of God’, is dedicating itself to ‘the
eternal truths of God’, the Triune God of the Bible,
looking forward to a restored, heavenly paradise
through the grace of God in Christ.
We notice what Augustine highlights as the center
of his work, The City of God: the hermeneutical
conflict between the City of God and the City of
man. Two different interpretations of the same
events are taking place. While the City of man
interprets the disaster of the fall of Rome and the
threatening invasion of German tribes as a result of
the enforced Christianizing of the Roman Empire,
n About the author:
Rev. J.M. (Kim) Batteau is the minister-emeritus of the Reformed Church in The HagueCenter/Scheveningen and one of the editors of this magazine.
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and the forbidding of polytheistic worship in the
temples, Augustine, in service to the City of God,
interprets these events differently. He sees these
disasters as a continuation of the disasters which
have marked all of human history since the Fall
of man. They are the result of human sin, and are
God’s way of chastening human beings, so that
they might seek Him as He has revealed Himself.
The eschatology of both cities is clear: ‘their deserved
destinies’ (debitos fines). The hope of the City of man
is that the gods can guarantee its eternal happiness.
However, in the midst of this movement toward
a final split destiny, hell or heaven, the tendency
of the City of man is nevertheless to focus in an
unhealthy way on ‘worldly prosperity’ (res humanae
ita prosperari volunt). The City of God, in contrast,
knows itself to be on pilgrimage, moving toward its
own heavenly consummation.
However, the fact that the City of God is headed
for the new creation, the merging of heaven and a
renewed earth, does not mean that the journey is
to be dismissed as a mere ‘parenthesis’. The City of
God, along with the City of man, is ‘going outward’
(excursus) and ‘going forward’ (procursus). The
City of God, by God’s grace, the City of man under
the domination of Satan and the fallen angels. The
City of man has its significant history, but so does
the City of God. For the world is still God’s good
creation. That is one of the insights that Augustine
gained through his conversion from Manicheism,
which saw the material world as evil. The world is
good, but deeply influenced by evil, which is the
absence of good. Evil feeds on good like a parasite,
and cannot exist without it. Even Satan and the
fallen angels were created good, and their guilt is
compounded by that fact.
Augustine calls the citizens of the City of God to
faith and work. Faith in the God of grace in Christ,
and work in the sense of participation, in faith, in
the City of man, in so far as that is spiritually and
morally possible. That means witness: bringing, by
the preaching of the Gospel, God’s light to the City
of man, so that by God’s grace citizens of that city
will change allegiance and join the City of God. It
means, as well, political and cultural participation
in the City of man, in the power and for the sake of
the City of God. It is good that the Roman emperors
62

the powerful movement of ‘the Revolution’ in The
Netherlands and Europe, which since the French
Revolution of 1789, was seeking to tear down all of
Christian faith and replace it with ‘Reason’. Groen’s
motto was: “Against the Revolution, the Gospel!”
(“Tegen de Revolutie, het Evangelie!”)

Aurelius Augustinus

chose for Christ, and tried to change the course of
the Roman empire. Augustine hopes and prays that
they will continue to choose for Him, until Jesus
returns to judge the living and the dead.

Kuyper in the Augustinian tradition

We can understand Abraham Kuyper (1837-1920)
as someone who appropriated and attempted a
renewed application of the Augustinian tradition.
Kuyper, first a theological liberal, then, by
conversion, an orthodox Reformed man, sought
paths of spiritual renewal for The Netherlands.
He learned his theology by looking back to the
Reformation, to the Reformed Confessions, and
to the 16th and 17th century orthodox, scholastic
Reformed theology. His allegiance to the Lord Jesus
meant a growing allegiance to Scripture as God’s
inerrant Word. He was glad to see around him
believers, most of them simple folk, and mainly in
the biggest church of the Afscheiding, the Christian
Reformed church. However, he was not happy with
the trappings of this movement: a preoccupation
with adult conversion, based on theological and
spiritual works of the 17th and 18th centuries, the
‘old writers’ (de oude schrijvers), and a deliberate
cultural isolation from the ‘evil modern world’.

Groen van Prinsterer

Kuyper was deeply influenced by his older friend,
the politician and historian Guillaume Groen
van Prinsterer (1801-1876), founder of the AntiRevolutionary Party (a small group of politicians), and
archivist of the House of Orange (the royal family of
The Netherlands). Groen was an orthodox Reformed
man (although he wrestled with the doctrine of God’s
eternal election), someone who sought, consciously
in the Augustinian tradition, to fight the good
fight of faith, carrying on the great hermeneutical
debate about life on earth. This meant to oppose
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Like Augustine, Groen attempted to use the
spiritual weapons of the City of God to combat
the City of man in its current form. This meant to
unmask the supposed neutrality of rationalistic
humanism, which was the driving force in the
political movements of Conservatism and Liberalism,
in the educational system of The Netherlands,
up to and including all the universities, and in
the academic theology of the Hervormde church.
Liberalism in politics meant a laisser-faire capitalist
approach to economics, but with no room for
orthodox Christianity in education. Later, the more
overt Revolutionary movements of Socialism and
Communism would make their entrance on the
Dutch scene, but already Groen pointed out the
deep affinity between Conservatism, Liberalism,
and Socialism. They all wanted to banish orthodox
Christianity from public life, and assign it its safe
place in the private quarters of the ‘backward and
ignorant’. The Anti-Revolutionary Party, led by Groen,
tried to give the City of God a vital voice in public life.
Kuyper became Groen’s disciple and then his
successor, after Groen’s death in 1876. The fight for
the City of God would continue!

Kuyper: the Reformation of all of life

Abraham Kuyper, after his conversion in the 1860’s,
moved more and more in an orthodox Reformed
direction. However, he did this consciously seeking
to participate in and eventually transform (so he
hoped) the full breadth of social and cultural life
in The Netherlands. This required a Reformation
of the church (the Hervormde, official Protestant
state church of that day), an intensification of
the movement of the Anti-Revolutionary Party
in politics, the establishment of truly Christian
education, from day schools to the university,
and the ongoing education of Christians by a
daily newspaper and a weekly magazine. Kuyper, a
genius and a man of tremendous energy, began
this daunting task. In his work, Calvinism: the Stone
Lectures of 1898, Kuyper showed how Calvinism had
historically sought to transform all aspects of life.
This legacy needed to be continued!

The Church and the Free University

Although the chief church of the Afscheiding was of
63

ideas of ‘presumed regeneration’ in connection with baptism in
this context, as a more ‘organic’ way of seeing the covenant and
God’s election in church life.
This was also the background to his founding of the Free
University of Amsterdam in 1880, where he became Professor
of Dogmatics. Here theology would be developed in an old-andyet-new-way, Reformed but also Reforming. Not a mere repeat
of the past, but a transformative theology for the modern age,
“in rapport with the times.” And the theological faculty would
be accompanied by other faculties, law, medicine, etc., so that
eventually all the modern disciplines of the arts and sciences
would be represented. A university to help transform The
Netherlands!

The AR Party and Christian Day Schools

Abraham Kuyper

a considerable size (perhaps 250,000 members in the 1870’s), it
was not ambitious to change Dutch society. In this it was less than
Augustinian. This had to do with its pietistic origins. Kuyper loved
and admired the ‘little people’ (kleine luyden) of the Afscheiding,
but was dissatisfied with their pessimistic, almost fatalistic,
attitude toward society. As far as the Hervormde church was
concerned, the large state church with perhaps 3 million official
members, Kuyper saw the potential of a Reformation movement.
There were orthodox Reformed believers there, mainly, like the
Afscheiding brothers and sisters, of the lower class and pietistic.
Kuyper thought: if they could only be mobilized for Christ!
Kuyper, since his conversion, was more and more disgusted
by the liberal theology of his day, and by the compromising
spirit of theology Professors and ministers who were in some
way orthodox, eventually called the ‘Ethical’ theology in The
Netherlands. No! said Kuyper. We must return to God’s Word as
the inspired, inerrant source of the Church’s life. Sola Scriptura!
Jesus Christ, the crucified and risen, must once again be allowed
to sit on the throne and rule His Church!
This eventually led to the Doleantie movement, initially within
the Hervormde church, but finally breaking away from it in 1886.
Kuyper wanted a return to Scripture, to the uncompromised
authority of the Reformed Confessions, but sought also a new,
contemporary approach to church life and doing theology. That
was, for Kuyper, seeing life as an ‘organic’ whole. The fault of
the ‘repristination’ theology of the Afscheiding was its purely
conservative character: merely repeating what the Puritans of the
17th and 18th century had said. What was needed was a theology
which took account of new insights of the modern era, and at the
same time remaining completely orthodox. Kuyper developed his
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Kuyper organized the more informal Anti-Revolutionary Party of
Groen into a modern political party (the first in The Netherlands),
in 1879. One of the great aims of Christian politics was the
establishment of Christian education for the youth of The
Netherlands, with equal rights for financial funding with the
‘neutral’ public schools. The battle was long and hard, but finally,
three years before his death, in 1917, the law was passed granting
Christian day schools fully the same rights to public funding as the
‘neutral’ public schools. One battle had been won, by God’s grace!
In the meantime, Kuyper had himself, by cooperating with the
Roman Catholic political party, become Prime Minister of The
Netherlands, from 1901 to 1905. And thereafter he remained
the ‘grand old man’, the statesman seeking to support the
development of the Reformed Churches, the ARP, and the
Reformation in The Netherlands.

Christian journalism

In order to help educate the ‘small people’, who constituted the
majority of the orthodox Reformed believers in The Netherlands,
Kuyper established the daily De Standaard (The Standard) in 1872,
after having to begun to write for the orthodox weekly De Heraut
(The Herald) in 1869. He saw this, particularly his writing for De
Standaard, as crucial. If ordinary Christians could be taught to see
how the Lord Jesus claims all life for Himself, then there would be
hope for a genuine Reformation of The Netherlands, not just in
the church, but in all of life. The City of God was a City of insight
and of action for the totality of life, and needed such organs to
spread its light in The Netherlands.

Klaas Schilder

Although Schilder was eventually an opponent of Kuyper on a
number of key issues (the nature of the church, common grace,
and baptism), he can still be seen as someone standing in the
Augustinian, and also in the Kuyperian tradition. The violent
‘hermeneutical conflict’ between the City of God and the City of
man, continues in the fiery polemics of Klaas Schilder.
Schilder was an Augustinian by his commitment to the Reformed
64

Schilder was, like Kuyper, a Professor of Dogmatics, starting in
1933 in Kampen. He lectured and wrote, and eventually began his
opus magnum, a commentary on the Heidelberg Catechism, just
before the start of the Second World War and only finishing the
fourth volume, when he died prematurely, aged 62, in 1952.
Unlike Kuyper, Schilder was not directly involved in the
development of a Reformed university or of Christian day schools,
although after the “Liberation” (Vrijmaking) of 1944, he supported
the founding of Reformed schools committed to the principles of
the Reformation of the church in the Liberation.
Similarly, Schilder was not directly involved in politics, although
after the Liberation he did see the need for, and supported, a new,
fully Reformed political party, the Gereformeerd Politiek Verbond
(Reformed Political Association) in 1948.

Klaas Schilder

Confessions, which were deeply influenced by Augustine’s
commitment to the saving Lordship of Jesus, to the supreme
authority of Holy Scripture, and to God as sovereign in election
and providence. He was also indebted to Kuyper for Kuyper’s
vision of a Reformed orthodoxy which was not content to repeat
old formulas, and to Kuyper’s vision of Reformed faith which
needed to reach and transform all of life.
Concretely we see Schilder, as a preacher, and in that work as a
creative theologian, preaching the Word of God as the story of
salvation history. This was certainly a new way of preaching in
his day, which evoked criticism from some. Wasn’t this almost
exclusive emphasis on God’s saving work in the history recorded
in the Bible going to mean less emphasis on the need for personal
conversion and personal piety? Schilder disagreed. He felt the
focus on personal conversion had become stereotyped and
hollow in repeating the method of the old Puritans. The Word
of God had to be opened anew, to see Christ at the center of the
Gospel, that is, the whole Bible, and not the christian, in his or her
conversion experience.
Schilder was, like Kuyper, a brilliant journalist, writing for
the weekly De Reformatie (The Reformation) from 1920, and
eventually its sole chief editor. At first Schilder was hesitant
about the direction he wanted to take as a writer, but eventually
he managed to combine, like Kuyper, a commitment to orthodoxy
(concurring with the rejection of Geelkerken’s moderate
liberalism), a rejection of compromising ‘neo-orthodoxy’ (Barth),
with a critical look at the Reformed theological tradition,
eventually trying to purify it of ‘scholasticism’ and the influence
of neo-Platonism. In the latter effort he was joined by the
philosophers H. Dooyeweerd, D.H.Th. Vollenhoven, and the
schoolteacher, A. Janse.
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In his little book Christus en Cultuur (Christ and culture), Schilder
spoke, as Kuyper had done, of Christ transforming all of culture.
However, he did this without the broad, cultural scope of Kuyper,
saying finally that the elder doing house visitation is much more
a force for cultural change than all the ‘high-culture’ of the
elite in society. In this, he was perhaps being resentful toward
the ‘rich and famous’, and not ambitious enough. We do not
read anything about art, for example, a subject Kuyper devoted
attention in his book Calvinism.
Schilder revived and vitalized the ‘transcendent’ and
‘eschatological’ dimensions of the City of God, enunciated by
Augustine, in its spiritual struggle against the City of man. This
meant, concretely, he had to oppose Nazi and Socialist influences
in the churches in the 1930’s and, when the Germans invaded
in 1940, to write polemically against the German Nazi political
movement, now occupying The Netherlands.

Lessons from Kuyper and Schilder

Kuyper and Schilder, in the Augustinian tradition, are inspiring
figures. They have their own weaknesses and shortcomings, and
they were ‘dominant personalities’ who tolerated little dissent
from their immediate peers. They are striking figures in the
19th and 20th century due to their commitment to Reformed
orthodoxy, while seeking Biblical renewal and rethinking
of dogmatic subjects. They are striking figures in calling for
Reformation in all of life, starting with the church. They can
inspire us in our day to follow their example in seeking to be
Augustinians in our own settings in the 21rst century.
I believe that churches on all continents can learn a lot from
Kuyper and Schilder, and going back, from Augustine himself.
Reformed faith at its best is orthodox, but also Biblically
progressive. Reformed faith seeks continuing Reformation of
the church (semper reformanda), and seeks the unity of the
church. The latter emphasis is by Schilder in particular vigorously
proclaimed and tried to put into practice.
Reformation faith is City of God faith, on pilgrimage to the
coming, beautiful City with its twelve gates, yes, but therefore
“standing up for Jesus” in all areas of life, until He returns. n
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J. van Bruggen

 ho is it that believes: ‘I’ or ‘we’?
W
The character of the Christian faith
according to the New Testament.1

“I believe”! We hear it on Dutch radio and television every day: “I believe, I
believe, I believe… I believe in people”. Time and again, ‘I …’. And that is no
accident: the emphasis lies on the personal. ‘I’ and ‘people’. It starts with
me, with what I believe. And then I look around, and I tell others what it is
that I believe.

I

f this sound bite was merely an advertisement
for a media network, it would not deserve any
further attention. However, it is only too typical
for the way in which faith is discussed today. Here,
and across the broad sweep of Christianity in the
affluent Western world. The main question always
seems to be: What do you believe? And within our
cultural context of tolerance and personal freedom,
this really does refer to what you yourself believe.
Others will have their own belief. There may be
a greatest common factor, but it is individuality
and authenticity that have priority. Priority, also
in deciding what I do not believe. Often, that is
summarized in the simple statement that I do not
believe in a personal god, or that I cannot believe
in providence, or that I do not want to believe in
eternal life. Why shouldn’t I decide for myself? After
all, aren’t my beliefs my own?
In connection with this individualistic faith
culture of the Western world in the 21st century, I
would very much like to say something about the
question: Who is it that believes, ‘I’ or ‘we’? And
whether this question is connected to the kind of
faith that we are talking about. In this article, my
focus will be on the character of the Christian faith
as the New Testament describes it.

Faith is a response

To begin with, a few remarks about our approach
to this question. It would be nice if the New
Testament provided us with ready-made
statements whether faith begins with ‘I’ or with
‘we’. However, there are no such texts. That in itself
is significant. Is this dilemma fitting to what we
are talking about, our faith? Or have we perhaps
imported into this subject a dilemma that the New
Testament knows nothing of? It wouldn’t be the
first time that later dilemmas have asked more of
n About the author
Dr. Jakob van Bruggen (b. 1936) is Professor Emeritus of the Theological University of the
Reformed Churches of the Netherlands at Kampen.
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the Bible than what it actually says. In the absence
of explicit statements, theologians are prone
to take refuge in the dissection of words (often
described as concepts). Could an analytic study of
the New Testament word for ‘faith’ (pistis) provide
us with a clear answer?
I do not think so. In the first place, the New
Testament’s instruction about faith is not confined
to the use of one word (pistis). In the second place, a
Greek word is not a revelatory concept, but a word
that belongs to the Greek language: its breadth
of meaning is not congruent with the concept
Christian faith. In the third place, there is not much
point in keeping a tally of how often the verb ‘to
believe’ occurs in the plural in the New Testament,
as opposed to the singular. Whether the verb is
used in the singular or the plural is not determined
by the character of the Christian faith, but by the
sentences in which it occurs. One would expect that
there will be sentences in which the verb is used in
the singular (‘I believe’ or ‘you (s.) believe’) as well
as sentences in which it is used in the plural (‘we
believe’ or ‘you (p.) believe’.) And a glance into any
concordance will confirm that expectation.
It is already clear from a passage such as II
Corinthians 4:13 that ‘I’ and ‘we’ can be used
interchangeably when discussing faith. For Paul
writes: “Since we have the same spirit of faith
according to what has been written, ‘I believed, and so
I spoke’, we also believe, and so we also speak, knowing
that he who raised the Lord Jesus will raise us also
with Jesus and bring us with you into his presence.”
Much does not seem to be gained, then, from
choosing the path of word usage and concordance.
A better approach – I think – would be to examine
how those who are called upon to believe are
addressed. For after all, in the New Testament, faith
is always a response to the preaching of the Word.
To begin with, faith was a response to the word and
the work of John the Baptist, and of Jesus Christ
Himself, while they lived on earth. After that, faith
came as a response to the apostolic Gospel about
this Saviour. The character of the response must
correspond to the call to respond.
Let us, then, examine how John the Baptist called
his hearers to faith, how Jesus Himself did, and how
the apostles, too, called their hearers to respond in
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The Messiah’s call to faith

John the Baptist Preaching (by Giovanni Battista Tiepolo, 1732)

faith, first the Jew and then the Greek. Would it not be possible
to deduce from this something about the question: who is it that
believes, ‘I’ or ‘we’?

John the Baptist’s call to faith

It is clear that John the Baptist was a prophet of the people, in this
sense that he called the whole people to repent, and to prepare
their hearts for the coming of the Anointed Judge. Of course, it is
certainly true that his call to repentance was addressed to various
groups of people according to their individual circumstances.
In Luke 3 we see him in discussion with, among others, tax
collectors and soldiers. However no matter how concretely he
addressed each group, the same call extended to all of them in
common: “Do not begin to say to yourselves, ‘We have Abraham
as our father’”(v.8). John directs his message to the people of
the covenant, and to all groups within it. He addresses them
as the community of Israel, as Abraham’s descendants. His
message is a joyful one – for he is the joyful messenger of the
Messiah – but it is also a message of command. Everyone must
be baptised, for the forgiveness of sins. In Luke 7:29-30 we read
that “the Pharisees and the lawyers rejected the purpose of God for
themselves, not having been baptized by him”. And Matthew 21:3132 tells us that the teachers of the law did not believe John, while
the tax collectors and the prostitutes did. They were baptised, and
they entered the Kingdom ahead of the others. To believe, then, is
to submit to the purpose of God and, together with the others, to
heed the call to repentance and baptism.
God calls all of Israel to repentance. In doing so, He calls each
individual personally. This call doesn’t appear out of nowhere,
and it doesn’t just invade the lives of individuals. It comes to
persons who are part of a people. A people that stands in a long
and concrete history: the history of God with Abraham and his
offspring. In the ‘we’ of God’s covenant, each ‘I’ is also addressed.
Not the other way around. Not from ‘I’ to ‘we’. That would be
ahistorical. As if history began with me.
John the Baptist was the last of the prophets to speak to the
people of Abraham. Now the axe lies at the root of the tree!
Under the overarching centuries-old history of God, Israel is
addressed, irrespective of whether any single person is a Pharisee
or a tax collector. It is a call for everyone, and each individual
forms a part of that whole.
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It was no different with the Messiah Himself. We know of healings
in which individuals are asked, very personally, whether they believe
in the power of Jesus. But this individualization is embedded in a
general proclamation to the whole nation. We read a summary of
this call in Mark 1: “The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God is at
hand; repent and believe in the Gospel!” (Mark 1:15).
Just as John the Baptist did, Jesus addressed all people against
the background of the history of which they were a part. They
were all children of the prophets. They lived by what had been
said to those of long ago. One day, all the elect will be gathered
from the four corners of the earth. The Kingdom of God, the God
of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob is near. On the way to the Kingdom,
twelve apostles are appointed as leaders and guides. To believe
the Gospel is to return, to come along, to join in. Believing is being
joined to the long-awaited Messiah of Israel, the Son of God.
Israel must keep His commandments, and love His brotherhood.
That would be impossible without the declaration: “I believe,
help me in my unbelief”, but the help provided in this unbelief
is always the help to remain in the vine, under the staff of the
Shepherd, in reliance on the great King. With Him, ‘I’ do not lose
myself in ‘we’, but I do join in again, because the Shepherd has a
flock into which the wandering ‘I’ is brought back. It is the flock
from of old, the flock that at last receives the good Shepherd,
the One who was promised, the One they needed so badly. The
centuries-long history of the covenant people had shown that
only too clearly.

The apostles’ call to faith

It is no different with the apostles. In Jerusalem, Peter calls his
compatriots to faith in the Messiah with these words: “Repent
therefore, and turn back, that your sins may be blotted out, that times
of refreshing may come from the presence of the Lord, and that he
may send the Christ appointed for you, Jesus, whom heaven must
receive until the time for restoring all the things about which God
spoke by the mouth of his holy prophets long ago” (Acts 3:19-21). “God,
having raised up his servant, sent him to you first, to bless you by
turning every one of you from your wickedness” (Acts 3:26). All who
come to faith form the new Israel. Branches of unbelief are broken
off: The Israel of Jesus the Messiah remains the noble olive tree (see
Romans 11). Stephen, too, confronts the Jewish leaders about their
behaviour in the light of their history as the people of God.
The question becomes especially acute when this Gospel comes
to Gentiles. In this situation, is the collective to make way for the
individual? After all, there was no relationship between God and
the Gentiles, was there? Wouldn’t it be so, then, that any Gentile
who comes to faith makes a new start with God as an individual?
Shouldn’t we think here of an ‘I’, who joins with others to become
a new ‘we’?
The reality of the Gospel preaching to Gentiles proves to be
different. In the book of Acts we find two instances of direct
preaching to non-Jewish audiences. The first takes place in Lystra,
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where the pagans of the place want to bring sacrifices to Paul
and Barnabas, thinking that they are Zeus and Hermes (Acts 14).
The second is Paul’s address at the Areopagus in Athens, where
his audience is curious about what kind of new teaching Paul is
bringing (Acts 17). In both of these addresses, it is apparent that
Paul also regards humanity apart from Israel as a collective that
for a long time already had God to deal with, and that now is
addressed as such.
In Acts 14, Paul calls upon the pagans in Lystra to stop
worshipping their idols, and to turn ‘to a living God, who made
the heaven and the earth and the sea and all that is in them’
(v.15) – a clear allusion to the second and fourth commandments.
‘All that is in them’ includes people also. Together with all their
ancestors, the pagans of Lystra were part of God’s creation, and
for centuries already they had been called to worship Him alone.
In past generations God allowed all the nations to walk in their
own ways. Yet He had not left Himself without witness, for He
did good by giving them rains from heaven and fruitful seasons,
satisfying their hearts with food and gladness (vs16-17). Now at
last, Paul the emissary of the Messiah comes to God’s own – be
it apostate – humanity. Paul comes to a humanity that owes
God a great deal for all those bygone centuries. In reality, this call
to faith is actually a call to repentance and return, to penitence
and a change of heart. The pagans in Lystra are not just isolated
individuals; they are members of a humanity that is living in sin.
In Acts 17 we see something similar. Even though all the Athenians
wanted was ‘the latest ideas’, Paul refuses to give them the ‘new
teaching’ they are asking for. Here at the Areopagus, he begins
by pointing them back to the Creator of all things, of the Greeks
also. Their story, too, starts with Adam: “…He made from one
man every nation of mankind to live on all the face of the earth,
having determined allotted periods and the boundaries of their
dwelling place, that they should seek God, and perhaps feel their
way toward him and find him. Yet he is actually not far from each
one of us, for ‘in him we live and move and have our being’” (vs
26-28). Overlooking these earlier times of idolatry, God now calls
the Greeks to repent. In verse 30 we find the same verb that John
the Baptist and the Lord Jesus used: metanoein, to repent. Gentiles
are not blank slates: it is time for penitence and return! After all,
the day of judgment is near! At the Areopagus, Paul speaks in the
same manner as Jonah preached in Nineveh.
In Romans 1:18-32 and in the last part of Romans 5 we find a
broader justification for basing this appeal to the Gentiles on
their common past in Adam and their guilt before the Creator.
For Gentiles too, faith means giving heed to a call to return and
obedience. Individuals, then, are addressed as belonging to a
humanity that is united in its responsibility, ever since Adam. The
world did not begin with me, but with Adam my father. Mankind
must learn this, all over again. In Paul’s day, too, this approach to
his audience must have been quite unexpected.

Common or personal faith in the Epistles

Before we come to a conclusion or a final reflection, I’d like to deal
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briefly with statements we find in the New Testament Epistles,
concerning shared faith on the one hand and personal faith on
the other. When we consider how the faith of converted Gentiles
is described in the Epistles, we see that faith is regarded, not as a
new choice, but as obedience. As Paul himself says at the beginning
of his letter to the Romans, he was called as an apostle to proclaim
the ‘obedience of faith’ to the Gentiles (Romans 1:5, compare 16:26).
Since it is a call to return to Father’s house, it is clear that this faith
does not have its origin in my feelings or opinion. Its origin is found
outside of myself, in all that Scripture has made known to me
concerning the works of God since Adam and Eve, by way of the
Flood, the confusion of languages, the apostasy of the nations, the
calling of Abraham, and the failures of the people of Israel.
Paul can tell the Gentile Christians in Rome: “… thanks be to
God, that you who were once slaves of sin have become obedient
from the heart to the standard of teaching to which you were
committed” (Romans 6:17). In the Greek, this ‘standard of teaching’
is a tupos didachès: his readers have been ‘committed’ to this
‘brand of doctrine’. It’s possible that Paul is thinking here of a new
brand of ownership. Previously, they were branded slaves to sin;
now they have received a new mark: the brand of the doctrine of
the Gospel, the brand of Jesus Christ. This ‘brand of doctrine’ is a
new trademark for Christians: they have been committed to it.
In other places, we read about the traditions handed down
from the apostles that believers must hold fast to, the deposit
entrusted to believers. The question: who is it that believes
– I or we? – is overtaken by the character of the faith: the
acknowledgement that what we believe comes to us from
outside: a message, an appeal, a calling, a promise. It isn’t ‘my’
or ‘our’ faith, it is the faith of Jesus Christ. It comes from Him, it is
about Him, it is given to us.
Whenever this faith is spoken of in a personal dimension, it
always takes place within this universal faith handed down to us.
In I Corinthians 15 Paul responds to personal questions concerning
the possibility of the resurrection from the dead. A pastoral
dialogue with the doubters unfolds. But this dialogue is framed
by vs 1-2 and 11:”Now I would remind you, brothers, of the gospel
I preached to you, which you received, in which you stand, and by
which you are being saved, if you hold fast to the word I preached
to you—unless you believed in vain”. And: “Whether then it was I or
they, so we preach and so you believed”.

Conclusion and Final Reflection

Let us come to a conclusion and a closing reflection. At the
beginning of the Christian faith stands a call to repentance. The
preaching of the Gospel comes to people upon whom God has a
prior claim. People who stand in a relationship of guilt before God.
This can only be understood when we take seriously the history of
the Creator, when we allow ourselves to be taught about Adam
and Eve, about the covenant of works that God established with
mankind, and about the continuing rejection of this good God
throughout the history of humanity. Man, once he separates
himself from God, becomes an ‘I’ with whom everything begins.
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Apostle Paul Preaching on the Ruins (by Giovanni Paolo Pannini, 1744)

When this ‘I’ returns to Father’s house, he also returns to the ‘we’
of the family God has created.
With a sense of guilt and of gratitude, man returns to his humble
place. Once again, the words I saw on a billboard along a German
autobahn will apply: Ich bin eine von wir: “I am one of us”. This
conclusion calls for a brief closing reflection.

As if it started with me…

The modern ‘I believe’ that has disconnected itself from the
Biblical ‘we believe’ will not be cured with rational argument.
The modern view of life does not arise from ignorance, but from
our (often unconscious) human unwillingness or from a hidden
pride that only the Lord can take away. He alone is able to open
hearts to God and to His history with us. And when He opens
hearts, in each of us personally the wonderful and very personal
communion of the Lord with every one of His children will come
into existence. There is much to be said about that, as the fifth
chapter of the Canons of Dort show. This article, however, does
not deal with this personal and confidential communion of faith
with its God and Saviour. Instead, it addresses the question
whether this faith is guided by myself, my culture and my
feelings, or by the revelation of the history of God that reaches
out to me and turns me back to Him.
Here, theologians and preachers have a great responsibility. They
must continue to make known this history of the true God. They
ought not to be ashamed of Adam and Eve, of Noah or Joshua. In
our day a campaign is raging to bring down Biblical ancestors and
patriarchs. The church seems to be able to manage without them.
After all, what counts is not the historicity of facts, but a personal
faith relationship. And the significance of these stories from history
is thought to be more important than whether they are factually
true or not. These false dilemmas isolate me from the past, and
lead to a spirituality in which people must feel accepted as they are.

As if it all began with me.

An orientation based on an ‘I’-faith can easily lead to a distorted
perspective in what is known as ‘missionary awareness’. In our
day, a great deal of attention is asked for empathy with modern
culture, for the removal of obstacles for the people of today, for a
search for the relevance of matters of faith to our present culture.
For engaging in a sympathetic dialogue with – for instance – Islam.
I leave aside, for the moment, the fact that what we regard
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as ‘contemporary culture’ is anything but unified, and that it
is almost impossible for any person to fully understand their
contemporaries. I confine myself to the observation that Acts
17 is sometimes referred to in arguing that missionary activity
requires as a prerequisite the ability to identify with the ambient
culture. For example: René Smit, president of the Free University
in Amsterdam, takes the view that when Paul at the Areopagus
‘engaged in a conversation about God’, he was drawing, not on
Scripture, but on the literary works of the Greeks themselves.
Actually, Acts 17 presents us with an example of the opposite. It is
true that Paul addresses the men of Athens within the reality of
their own situation: altars, images of idols, and references to their
own poets. However, he does not try to analyze their motivations or
religious feelings, and he does not identify with them either. On the
contrary: he reproaches them for their polytheism, he criticizes their
religious individualism, he draws on the fullness of Holy Scripture
when he calls them back to our common human ancestry, and he
confronts them with a choice by refusing to keep silent about the
(Jewish) taboo subject: the resurrection.
In doing so, he failed – to all appearances – to connect with
those present at the Areopagus that day: they sent him on his
way. The Athenians understood only too well that Paul was not
seeking a dialogue: his address was a call to conversion. The Lord,
however, rewarded the faithfulness of His apostle by adding just
a few individuals – among others Dionysius and Damaris – to the
fellowship of believers.
The church would do well, then, not to accommodate to the
modern ahistorical individualism of our day. Let us not narrow the
preaching to (almost) exclusively speaking about personal faith,
about grace and love. And in the church’s witness to the world,
let us always take our point of departure in the unified totality
of God’s revelation, not in the feelings of contemporary human
culture or of individual Christians.
Those who are privileged and called to be preachers of the
Gospel have a great responsibility in this respect. Against the
stream of present-day self-oriented culture, they may continually
speak about the great deeds of God, and His purpose, ever since
Paradise, for mankind. Preaching and evangelizing about Adam
and the covenant of works is often an unheard of novelty in our
time. But it does put us in our place. ‘Me’ and ‘us’. And that is
exactly what we need, whether we realize it or not. n

n Notes
1

This article is a translation of a presentation entitled Wie gelooft
er nu eigenlijk, ‘ik’ of ‘wij’? Het karakter van het christelijke geloof
volgens het Nieuwe Testament, made by dr van Bruggen to a
meeting of the Christian theological students’ association P.F.S.A.R.
in Apeldoorn, the Netherlands, in connection with its theme for
2011-2012: ‘Individualization and Society’ (December 14, 2011). This
translation by Aart Plug, August 2014, by arrangement with the
author. Scripture quotations and references are taken from the
English Standard Version (ESV), Crossway, 2001.
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J.M. Batteau

 he General Synod of The Reformed
T
Churches in The Netherlands, 2014 (1)

The following article makes use of material from the official
website section of the Reformed Churches in The Netherlands
(GKv) denomination about the Synod: www.synode.gkv.nl.
This is a selection of some of the most important decisions of
the General Synod of the RCN held in 2014. In future issues of
Lux Mundi we hope to report about other decisions which are
relevant to the readers of this magazine.

1

Church offices and women
1.1. Church offices not opened for women

Women will not be allowed to bear church offices within the
Reformed Churches in The Netherlands (Liberated). The General
Synod decided on June 5th, 2014, not to support the viewpoint of
the deputies ‘Man/Woman in the church,’ which recommended
opening all offices to women (see Lux Mundi no. 1, March 2014,
‘Man/woman in the church: A summary of the report to the
General Synod 2014’ (p. 4-7)).
On May 20th, discussing the issues raised by the ‘Man/Woman
in the church’ report, the Synod could not reach a decision.
That report was found to be too brief. Therefore the Synod gave
delegates the opportunity to present alternative proposals.
On June 5th, the Synod combined alternative proposals with
recommendations coming from the deputies’ report. In this way
the Synod sought to reach a balanced decision.

Two lines of development

The viewpoint of the majority of the deputies ‘Man/Woman in
the church,’ that is, “the idea that women, next to men, may also
serve by bearing church offices, fits into the spectrum of what can
be called Scriptural and Reformed,” was definitely rejected by the
Synod. However, Synod reporter Rev. W.L. de Graaff clarified this:
“Synod has not said that the deputies have done their work in an
unscriptural and unconfessional way.” Therefore, the following
text was formulated: “the viewpoint that, next to men, women
also may serve in church offices, is open to discussion, as long as
arguments are based on Scripture.”
The first part of the alternative proposal came from Rev. L.W. de
Graaff (note the two Rev. de Graaff’s!) and elder C. Kruse. They
proposed that a major premise ought to be followed: “When you
read the Bible, you see two lines of development regarding this

n About the author
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issue. One line emphasizes the equivalence of men and women,
the other line emphasizes the difference in responsibility between
men and women. These two lines must be taken into account in
further investigations.” This proposal was accepted by the Synod,
with 21 votes for, and 15 against.

Deputies for studying church offices

The Synod appointed a new committee of deputies, ‘Man/Woman
and church office’, which has the task of seeing how the church
offices can be given Scriptural content, so that within this framework
women can serve God’s kingdom. This is to be done, taking care to
do justice to the two lines of development in Scripture regarding the
relation between men and women. As well, eventual consequences
for the liturgical forms and the church order must be taken into
account. Finally, they must ask the sister-churches in the world
what they think about giving content to the church offices, so as to
maintain the catholicity of the church. Synod reporter Rev. W.L. de
Graaff compared the work of this new committee of deputies with
rebuilding one’s house. “You don’t begin by looking at the house
itself, but you start by looking very intently at the foundations.
It is the same regarding an investigation of the church offices.
First we’re going to look at the offices’ structure, and then we can
determine how we ought to fill them in in a new way.”

Deputies for supervising discussion in the churches

A second committee of deputies, called ‘Man/Woman in the
church’, has also been appointed. This proposal came from
Rev. W. van der Schee. He argued for more reflection on the
tasks of men and women in the current church structure. A new
committee of deputies can help the churches get insight into
this issue. As well, contributions from women themselves to this
discussion are important, he said. Hopefully decisions can be
reached through joint reflection at the local level, so that progress
is achieved in a peaceful manner. A new committee of deputies
can guide and support this process of reflection.

License to preach for women?

A striking proposal came from Rev. P. Poortinga. He proposed
that sisters too be able to be licensed to preach. He wanted to
use the existing regulations regarding licensing those to preach
who do not bear church offices. In his view, there is nothing in
the Bible which says that only men may preach the Gospel. He
presented a proposal which would allow women to “speak words
of edification” and lead church services in prayer.
The majority of the Synod delegates, however, supported the
counter-proposal of elder C.G. Kruse, declaring Poortinga’s
proposal out of order. Rev. Poortinga was very disappointed. “It
was perhaps unhappily timed,” said Synod reporter Rev. W.L.
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de Graaf. “The proposal was not logical in the light of the man/
woman discussion. By calling it out of order now, it can perhaps
later be introduced as a separate theme.”

1.2. T
 he official decisions of the General Synod regarding
Man/Woman in the church

What follows here are translated excerpts from the official
decisions (for the full Dutch text, see www.gkv.nl/organisatie/
generale-synode/besluiten-gs-2014, under the rubric “M/V in de
kerk”). The General Synod has decided the following on the issue
of man/woman in the church:

Decision 2

a. not to agree with the underpinning arguments of the
conclusion of the committee of deputies “Man/Woman in the
church” that “the idea that women, next to men, may also
serve by bearing church offices, fits into the spectrum of what
can be called Scriptural and Reformed.”
b. the viewpoint that, next to men, women also may serve in
church offices, is open to discussion, as long as arguments are
based on Scripture.

Grounds:

The written revelation of Scripture continually shows two lines
of development. One line is that of equivalence between man
and woman, the other is that of the difference in responsibility
which God has given man and woman; both of these lines of
development ought to be taken into account.

Decision 3

a. To appoint a new committee of deputies “Man/woman and
church office,” which should map out:
1. how the structure of church offices can be filled in in a such
a way that, within it, women can dedicate themselves to
service for God’s kingdom; hereby taking into account the
grounds mentioned in Decision 2;
2. what the consequences of such a structure will be with
regard to the use of liturgical forms and the church order;
3. how sister-churches think about filling in the offices
of minister, elder, and deacon; this with an eye to
maintaining the catholicity of the church.
b. To inform the sister-churches in The Netherlands and abroad
concerning Decision 3 and to ask them for advice.
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Grounds:

1. a continuing reflection upon the issues around men and
women in the offices of minister, elder, and deacon, will be
served by a critical study of the current structure of offices
within the Reformed Churches in the light of the total
teaching of Scripture;
2. the structure of church offices of minister, elder, and deacon,
coming from the time of the Reformation, is not directly
derived from Scripture, and may be modified or supplemented,
depending on the circumstances;
3. not all the activities of the current office-bearers have directly
to do with bearing responsibility for the spiritual leadership of
the congregation; it is meaningful to investigate which tasks
can be fulfilled by both men and women;
4. a different filling in of the offices of minister, elder, and
deacon can have consequences for the content of the liturgical
forms and for regulations in the church order;
5. in accord with the rules for sister-church relations (GS Ommen
1993)1, sister-churches ought to be informed about these plans
for study and about the results.

Decision 4

a. to appoint a new committee of deputies, Man/Woman in the
church, which has the task of working on the integration of
Biblical teaching, confessional norms and church practice in
the Reformed Churches with respect to the roles and functions
of women and men in their mutual togetherness, by
1. actively describing how and on what grounds men and
women, in different situations, use their gifts in the
congregation;
2. hereby taking note of developments, outstanding
achievements, “best practices,” but also bottlenecks, and
discussion points, in order to provide an initial assessment,
and communicating that with the churches;
3. having continuing discussions with, in particular, staff
members of the Theological University in Kampen and the
Practice Center about observations and assessments;
4. stimulating a discussion about the calling and the rights of
women, as well as the use of the their gifts in the churches,
with an eye to a practice which mirrors the many-colored
language of Scripture, whereby there is attention for:
a. reading the Bible in a Scripturally faithful and obedient
way;
b. the influence of society on the thinking and living of
Christians;
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c. the special and complementary differences between
man and woman.
5. in all the above mentioned activities, directly asking about
the diverse experiences and convictions of women;
b. when there are developments in the churches, with respect to
this subject, which converge sufficiently, and about which it
is responsible to make joint arrangements, to make proposals
about them to the next General Synod;
c. to communicate relevant proposals, via the deputies for
Church Unity and Relations with Churches Abroad, to sisterchurches in The Netherlands and abroad.

Grounds

1. [related to a.1-5] It is sensible at this moment not to follow
one or more suggested “solution paths” related to the
questions surrounding the possibility of women officebearers, but to carry on the discussion in a broader setting;
2. [a1] The developments in the churches on the issue of the
roles and functions of men and women in the congregation
deserve appropriate support and interaction;
3. [a2] The different practices current in the churches call for a
more joint process of growth in consciousness and learning
from one another. The urgency of this is being experienced
more now than in the past;
4. [a2] By getting to know each other’s practices, together as
churches, in a coordinated way, and by investigating this
further, we complement each other and can grow in unity;
5. [a3] Input from the Theological University and the Practice
Center is necessary for a theologically and empirically
responsible support of the church developments and
preparation for eventually necessary decision making;
6. [a4] Regardless of the various convictions about allowing
women to church offices, there is a lot to be gained by carrying
on a continuous discussion about the calling and the rights of
women, and about how their gifts can be used in the church;
	6a. [a4a] There is a difference of opinion about the way in
which we which can draw conclusions for our life here and
now from what the Biblical writers wrote, in the first
place, for their readers at that time;
6b [a4b] The committee of deputies Man/Woman
legitimately asked attention to be given to the tension which
many feel with respect to the roles and functions which
women fulfill in the churches and in society;
6c. [a4c] The real differences between man and woman call
for a careful evaluation, for example by paying attention to
“gender studies’’;
7. [a5] When it concerns the calling and the rights of women to
use their gifts in the churches, their own contributions to the
discussion can not be missed;
8. [2] It is good to take time to let the joint process of coming to
decisions about this subject emerge from the congregations
themselves, and as much as possible let this communal
process grow in a completely peaceful way;
9. [3] The specified rules for communicating and working
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together with the sister-churches in The Netherlands and
abroad must be followed as carefully as possible.

2

Decisions regarding church unity in The Netherlands
2.1. Regarding the Christian Reformed Churches
(Dutch: Christelijke Gereformeerde Kerken)

At the moment the RCN and the Christian Reformed Churches (CRC)
recognize each other at the national level as true churches of Christ.
There are a growing number of CRC churches which cooperate
in various ways with RCN congregations, including even a fully
integrated congregation (Deventer). However, not all Christian
Reformed Churches are cooperating. The General Synod of Urk
of the CRC, 2013, wrote a letter to the RCN General Synod, urging
increased contact, but also expressing the desire to come to more
clarity about the character of preaching and the administration
of the sacraments, and hoping that the two federations would
maintain their unity on the issue of women and church offices (at
this moment, both federations restrict the church offices to men).
The background to the point about preaching is the presence,
among some CRC churches, of a piety which emphasizes the
importance of a definite conversion experience, and warns of
an idealized covenant view, which tends to neglect such an
emphasis, which tendency they see among the RCN churches.
The decision of the RCN General Synod was to continue the
positive cooperation with the CRC at the national and local level,
and to give the new committee of deputies for Church Unity the
task of talking further with the CRC deputies about furthering
church unity on the local and national level. The deputies were
also urged to continue talks about preaching and related issues,
and to seek to see how church unity at the national level can be
given more definite shape.

2 .2. Regarding the Netherlands Reformed Churches
(Dutch: Nederlands Gereformeerde Kerken)

The Synod took note of two important developments in the
relation to the Netherlands Reformed Churches (NRC). Till now,
there were obstacles in this relationship at the national level, the
chief one being the objections of the RCN to the NRC’s allowing
women to all church offices. In spite of this, at the local level
there has been growing cooperation between RCN and NRC
congregations. For example, in Zaandam and in Deventer there is
complete, integrated church life between the two congregations
(in Deventer also including the CRC, see above).
The RCN committee of deputies for Church Unity reported that in
contact with the NRC’s church unity committee clearly positive
developments have been achieved. The report says that the
discussions about hermeneutics (interpretation of the Bible) have
led to agreement about the approach to and the interpretation
of the Bible as God’s Word. Although there is still a disagreement
about church offices for women, the conclusion is that this
disagreement does not have to block further developments in the
direction of church unity.
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of Reformed Churches, the international organization of
confessional, orthodox Reformed and Presbyterian churches
in the world) from different continents. This with the aim of
promoting a platform for theological exchanges among the
ICRC member-churches, and exchanging news. To this end, the
necessary preparations should be taken so that at the coming
ICRC conference, the ICRC will be able to take over Lux Mundi as
its own organ (providing the ICRC wants to do this).

General Synod Ede, 2014, moderamen in consultation (photo Ria
Nederveen)

The RCN General Synod declared that this is a happy development.
The blockage which previously prevented further national unity,
has now been taken away. The RCN General Synod declared that,
in spite of a difference with regard to women in church office, the
two federations of churches have a good basis for working further
in a spirit of trust, recognizing and accepting the full authority
of Holy Scripture. The Synod encourages more contacts and talks
leading to broader and deeper church unity.
Second, the National Assembly of the NRC of Zeewolde, 2013, had
written an enthusiastic and joyful letter urging both federations
to unite fully as of Oct. 31, 2016. The RCN General Synod reacted
with thankfulness and appreciation to this invitation. The Synod
says, “It is comforting and gladdening to see that the Lord of the
church the NRC and the RCN, after the sad split (of the 1960’s,
J.M.B.), now has brought the churches so close to each other.”
However, planning a full fusion is seen as going one step too far.
The Synod urges that church talks between the two committees
of deputies, seeking church union, should be continued, with the
hope that full union can eventually be achieved.

3

Decisions regarding contacts with churches abroad
3.1. Regarding rules for relations and networking

The Synod declared that it’s important to give content to church
relations with foreign churches in a way that is suited to the
foreign church in question. Networking (informally establishing
contacts and getting to know each other better) is the method to
be preferred, with respect to expanding the world-wide ecumenical
responsibilities of the RCN.
The deputies for Contact with Churches Abroad (BBK) are called to
first have an orientation phase of this networking style of making
church contacts in the world, and report about how it has gone at
the next General Synod, so that possible modifications of the rules
for church contacts and relations can be made.

3.2. Plans for the magazine Lux Mundi

The General Synod decided to follow the advice of the committee
of deputies for Contact with Churches Abroad (BBK), to work on
broadening the editorial board of Lux Mundi with representatives
of the member-churches of the ICRC (International Conference
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3.3. Women delegates to foreign church assemblies

The Synod concurred with the long-established policy of the BBK
regarding sending women deputies as representatives to the
General Synods/Assemblies of foreign churches. Female deputies
may now be sent, not as those bearing a church office, but with
the task of communicating and advising. Such sisters do not have
the mandate to make decisions at such assemblies. That’s why
there is no reason for terminating sending such female deputies
to function fully at these kinds of assemblies.

3.4. The constitution and regulations of the ICRC

The Synod will communicate to the ICRC about revising the
existing regulations regarding length of appointments, and the
conditions for being reappointed to various functions in the ICRC.

3.5. Relations to foreign churches

1. The General Synod declared that it is withdrawing its offer of
a sister-church relation to United Reformed Churches of North
America (URCNA), but will add the URCNA to the list of contactchurches. This due to the repeated refusal of the URCNA to
accept an offered sister-church relation, because of continuing
doubts as to the fully Reformed character of the RCN. The RCN,
on the other hand, continues to value and appreciate the URCNA.
2. The Synod decided to remove the Gereja Gereja Reformasi
Musyafir churches (GGRM, ‘Reformed Pilgrim Church’, in
Indonesia) from its list of sister-churches, and to urge, where
possible, the congregation Galilea to join the Gereja Gereja
Reformasi Calvinis (GGRC, ‘Reformed Calvinistic Churches’).
3. In relation to the GGRI (Gereja Gereja Reformasi di Indonesia,
‘Reformed Churches in Indonesia’ on Sumba and Timor,
Borneo (Kalbar), and Papua), the Synod now has established
a sister-church relation with this entire federation, and no
longer relates to each group separately. The contacts with
the churches in the three regions will be maintained by
the committee of deputies. The first National Synod of the
three federations was held in February, 2013, and a national
federation was established, a significant and positive step!
4. The Presbyterian Church of Uganda (PCU) is now recognized,
with thanks to the Lord, as a sister-church. This church shows
the marks of a true church, and there has been contact with
this church for some time. The PCU, for its part, values the RCN
as a genuine sister-church. A happy development!
5. The General Synod established a sister-church relation with
the Christian Reformed Church of Sri Lanka (CRCSL). This
after a period in which contact was broken off. The RCN now
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Short updates regarding
the Theological
University in Kampen
 rof. Dr. Roel Kuiper began his work as a
P
professor of Christian Identity in Social
Practices on May 14th, 2014, with his
inaugural lecture related to this theme
Identity and Christian discipleship.



The General Synod of Ede of the Reformed
Churches in The Netherlands appointed
men to two posts at the TU Kampen in
June, 2014. Dr. Stefan Paas as professor
of Missiology, and Dr. Hans Schaeffer as
university chief lecturer Practical Theology.



Newsupdate

Dr. Theo Boer was appointed as the
professor of the Lindeboom Chair for
Ethics in Medical and Social Care at the TU
Kampen, as of Sept. 1rst, 2014, which Chair
is now established in Kampen (previously
at the Free University of Amsterdam). He
will participate in the research program
regarding Public Theology at the Free
University of Amsterdam. He will focus on
teaching students of theology and medicine
in his area of specialty.

recognizes the CRCSL as a true church of Christ, active with
missionary and diaconal projects. The restoration of relations
has been warmly welcomed on both sides.
6. Several decisions were taken regarding the ending of
relationships with churches in various countries (the Philippines),
Central and Eastern Europe, and Singapore. However the Isa-E
Church of Bangladesh (ICB) was added as a contact-church, with
thanks to the Lord. It is hoped that BBK can help in establishing
contacts with other churches in Bangladesh, working together
with the (ICB), other sister-churches in the region, and
Presbyterian Theological Seminary in Dehra Dun, India.2

3.6. Decisions regarding letters from sister-churches
with objections to developments in the RCN

Official letters of admonition from sister-churches in Canada,
Australia, and South Africa had been received, regarding the
theological and spiritual direction of the RCN. There were
objections to statements of Professors at the Theological
University in Kampen, appointments to the Theological
University, to the deputy report favoring opening all church
offices to women, and to participation in the so-called ‘National
Synod’ in Dordrecht.
The General Synod responded by, first, expressing appreciation
for the involvement of sister-churches. Second, by saying that the
RCN remains open to all calls to faithfulness to Scripture and the
Reformed confessions. Third, by pointing out that while the RCN
are not the churches they were 40 years ago, that does not mean
that they are any less Reformed churches. The Reformed Churches
in The Netherlands (Liberated) are to be held responsible for
decisions which they take at the level of the official assemblies
(finally, the General Synod), and not for opinions of individuals or
committees of deputies which are not supported by decisions of
the Synod.
As far as the accusations of unfaithfulness to Scripture or the
confessions is concerned, the General Synod declared that it does
not accept as demonstrated that there is now room in the RCN for
opinions which are in conflict with the clear teaching of Scripture.
On each point of accusation there is a documented reply to that
effect.

n Notes
1

Clarification: GS Ommen 1993, Acta art. 68, decision 1, describes the
rules for sister-church relations. Rule 6 states:”In the case of planned
modifications or supplements to the confession, church order, or
liturgical forms, which are of a substantially confessional nature,
the intention to make such modifications or supplements will be
communicated to the sister-churches, so that as much discussion as
possible can take place, for the sake of the definitive decisions.

2

The new complete list of official sister-churches, contact-churches
and contact-institutions of the RCN, can be seen on the RCN website
www.synode.gkv.nl, under the rubric ‘Besluiten GS 2014’
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V. E. d’Assonville

Church and faith in Germany

The reason for a seminary like the
Reformed Theological Seminary in
Heidelberg

W

e are called by our Lord to test everything
(1 Thess. 5:21), therefore the state of the
Church and of Biblical faith in a country
should also be critically assessed. This is especially
true with regard to our calling as Christians to
spread the gospel. On the other hand, no judgement
should be passed without appropriate hesitation.
The reason for this caution is the ancient principle –
on sound Biblical grounds (e.g. Matt 7:1; 1 Sam 16:7;
1 Cor. 4:5) – that “the church does not judge secret
matters” (“Ecclesia de occultis non iudicat”).
The rule has always been honoured in matters
of faith, at least since the Middle Ages. It means
that the heart of a person cannot be judged by the
Church or, for this matter, by anyone else. Although
this principle was used in canon law against the
background of the Roman sacrament of Holy
Confession (penance), its meaning can be transferred
to the question of judging the faith of other people
as well. In this sense it is always difficult to evaluate
the status of faith or the situation of the Church in a
certain country. Hence the facts and conclusions in
this article are presented with some reservation.

”Eastern Germany – the most
godless place on Earth”

On September 22, 2012, an article was published in the
British Guardian with this dooming sentence as title:
“Eastern Germany – the most godless place on Earth.”
The rest of the article, discussing the dreadful
statistics of faith and the stand of atheism in the
former East Germany as a result of forty years of
communist rule, was most depressing. Not only
were there references to the past, but the future was
also extrapolated: “East German atheism can be
seen as a form of continuing political and regional
identification – and a taste of the future.”

n About the author
Dr. Victor E. d’Assonville is pastor in the GKSA (Reformed Churches in South Africa). He
did his Ph.D. in Germany on the theology of John Calvin. Next to his duties as principal of
the Reformed Theological Seminar (RTS) in Heidelberg he also teaches Church history. He
also is Research Fellow of the University of the Free State (South-Africa and member of
the presiding committee of the International Calvin Congresses.
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Atheism vs. “Land of the Reformation”

Of course these types of statements are highly
contradictory to the general view of Germany as the
“Land of the Reformation” or German history as the
cradle of Protestantism. Against the background
of these concerns, the question of why there is any
need for a seminary like the Reformed Theological
Seminary (RTS) in Heidelberg is raised.
By reviewing some facts and background
information, the motives for teaching the theology
of the Reformation as part of a venture like the RTS
are presented and discussed in this contribution.
Although one is tempted – in the land of Luther,
Melanchthon, Bucer, Bach and others – to discuss
some historical landmarks, the limitations of an
article like this prevent us from going into the
history of almost 500 years of troubled times

.Another theological faculty?

Certainly Germany is – among countries worldwide
– one with the biggest offer of Protestant
theological faculties; all of them with a good
reputation and high standards. Quite a number
of them can also trace their proud history back
to the Reformation of the sixteenth century. An
important reason for this relatively high number
of recognised faculties in Germany is that not only
those interested in becoming pastors or ministers
of the Church or missionaries are studying theology.
As ‘Religious Teaching’ is an official subject in all
German state secondary schools, all the students
planning to become teachers in this subject, study
at the theological faculties as well. As a matter of
fact, the number of students who study theology to
become teachers is bigger than the number of those
who want to become ministers or missionaries.
Some may ask then – understandably – why
another Protestant theological seminary, why
any more seminaries? The reasons for this have
to do with the church landscape, as well as with
the content of some teaching at state faculties.
The confessions of the Reformation are dealt with
historically and dogmatically, but without any
obligatory consequences for the actual situation
and for society. Confessions are often seen as
important historical documents. However, their
significance for preaching, for proclaiming the
gospel of Christ and for the edification of the local
church, is not shared by all the lecturers or even
officially by the faculties. Much has been written
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on this, e.g. in Reformatorisch Dagblad (a Dutch newspaper) of
August 3, 2013, one can find quotations like: “One cannot call
Germany a Christian country any more”, or “A shortage of ministers
threatens churches in Germany”.
What is more, outside the boundaries of the official German
Protestant Church (EKD = Evangelische Kirche Deutschlands) there
are many so-called Free Churches – anything from Baptist or
Mennonite to Pentecostal. Some of them strive to get closer to
the roots of the Reformation, but there is no outspoken Reformed
Seminary based on Lutheran and Reformed confessions.

Membership and church attendance

According to the newest census research, about one third of the
82 million residents identify with the heritage of the Reformation,
i.e. are officially members of the EKD. The almost 23 million
Protestants are decreasing with more than 200.000 per year. In
fact, whereas the Roman and Protestant parts of the population
together are about two thirds of the total population, the
estimations are that in 20 years’ time Christians will be a minority
in Germany. When one looks at the attendance of church services
on Sundays, the numbers are even more shocking: According to
an investigation in 2011, only 3,7% of Protestants attend a church
service on an average Sunday. Concerning faith and the content of
faith, the picture does not look any better. Many members of the
two ‘big’ churches – the Roman and the Protestant (EKD) churches
– do not see themselves as believing in the traditional meaning
of faith and do not aspire to be in a personal relationship with
God. They see themselves as religious, but their views on central
doctrines of the Christian faith are often vague and diffuse. The
resurrection from death, for example, is not taken literally.

“All porcelain is demolished ...”

Voices are heard that are not in accordance with the Reformation
heritage, particularly on the level of faith and confession. This
comes from both the official side (certain church leaders and also
official decisions and policy) as well as from common members of
the official (national) Protestant church. In his book Overcoming the
self-destruction of Christianity (Die Selbstzerstörung des Christentums
überwinden), the late prof. dr. Georg Huntemann quoted a former
Lutheran pastor of the EKD saying that it is not an overestimation
that more than 95% of the members of his congregation know little
or next to nothing about the meaning of baptism.
Recently, a new publication of the Heidelberg New Testament
scholar, prof. Dr. Klaus Berger, created a furore. In his book
The Bible forgers – How we are deceived about the truth (Die
Bibelfälscher – Wie wir um die Wahrheit betrogen werden) he
demonstrated theological-historically how the text of the Holy
Scripture had been torn and destructed piece by piece during the
last 200 years, with the result that almost nothing had stayed
intact. Of the authority of Scripture – which the Reformers
confessed as the Word of God – nothing has remained. Berger
provides copious evidence. He paints a clear picture of the current
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teaching of Biblical subjects – Old and New Testament – at
German faculties during the past century and decades. Although
some exceptions within New and Old Testament scholarship are
known, who still honour the Reformation view on Scripture, the
main stream theologians in these disciplines either see reason
as a bigger authority than the confessions of the Reformation, or
they separate personal faith from scientific theological research
and teaching in a strict sense of the word. Historical criticism
and all its newest theories are proclaimed as the only valid
method of approaching Scripture. It is done in such a way that
Scripture is cut up into many small parts, without confessing the
role of the Holy Spirit in its origin. Claims by Scripture itself are
questioned right from the start, even before reading Scripture
itself. Prof. Berger speaks about a rigorous, relentless destruction
(“schonungslose Zerstörung”) of the Bible by the Biblical Sciences.
“Systematically all porcelain is demolished, from the birth in
Bethlehem to the ascent into heaven, from the Virgin Mary to the
meals with the Resurrected.”
In his concluding remarks (post scriptum) Berger is very clear:
“The historical-critical exegesis of the last 200 years has shattered
all porcelain in the house of Christianity, up to the last flower
vase... It has brought many theological students to give up their
studies and produced many reasons for people to leave the church.
It supported atheism und did not alleviate the schism between the
churches but rather continued it. It has always spurred on critical
reasoning and has probably not caused any conversion to the
Christian faith...”

No heaven? – “Belonging without believing”

Another recent book about faith in Germany after WWII is by the
church historian of Münster, prof. Thomas Großbölting. It has the
striking title: The lost heaven (Der verlorene Himmel). According
to him it must be admitted that the situation in large parts of the
former West Germany is not like the situation in the former East
Germany (with its many convinced atheists). In West Germany
it is still taken for granted that one is a member of a church. But
this view often assumes a kind of “belonging without believing”
– i.e. one is a member of the church without having religious
beliefs. And, he says, those who still go to church often want to
determine what the church should be, instead of the other way
round...
Perhaps a quotation – again from the 2012 article in The Guardian
– summarises the theology and the future of the Church in
Germany. And that clearly applies to Central North Europe too:
“Secularisation processes are under way throughout the Continent.
The role of religion and the church in modern times are being
questioned everywhere, from gay marriage to women priests
to abortion and on to whether the EU should identify itself as
a Christian entity. The question should perhaps be whether it is
actually folk atheism that represents the future of Europe.”

Marriage as ordination by God?

A small example of the official thinking in the EKD is its report on
Marriage of 2013. Without going into the whole argumentation in
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Members of the board, lecturers and guest-lecturers
of the RTS, together with a couple of students at the
opening ceremony of the new housing of the RTS in
Heidelberg, June 2014

this report – the limits of this article do not allow it – perhaps the
following quote is most typical: On page 14 of this report Zwischen
Autonomie und Angewiesenheit it says: “A normative concept of
marriage as divine institution ... does not correspond to the broad
spectrum of Biblical witness.”
One gets the impression, as an EKD member of more than 50
years explained his struggle for the truth for decades in a recent
publication (2013): “The search of Martin Luther for a merciful God
has been turned around in the ‘Landeskirche’ to the search for an
answer to the question of how God can still be regarded by people
in a friendly manner today.”

Students of the RTS

All these and other theological concerns are grounds for German
students from various church backgrounds to study at the RTS.
The same motivation applies for students from other cultures
and countries e.g. Russian-German, Spanish, Mexican and Korean.
Their main motivation is always that they are in need of a solid
theological teaching without doubting in advance the Scriptures
and God’s revelation. At the RTS, the theological seminary is
faithful to the core values of the Reformation on the basis of
the Word of God. The course of instruction is grounded in both
Scripture as Word of God and the Confessions of the Reformation,
with the aim to renew and expand the Church of Jesus Christ in
Germany and the German speaking world. In-depth theological
and spiritual instruction, necessary to take up the lifelong calling
of pastor, counselor, missionary or church planter, is provided.
It offers a full and rigorous theological curriculum in the spirit
of the Reformation. Thus our training emphasizes scholarship
in Biblical studies (including the original languages) as well
as Systematic Theology and Church History. Furthermore, we
pay particular attention to developing students’ practical skills
for church ministry and cultivating personal godliness. This
we do in order for them to be able to preach the Word, to do
counseling as well as to spread the gospel by teaching Scripture
in a secular, post modern context. It is important for us to pursue
strong relations with theological faculties of the same tradition
throughout the world, especially in Europe.

The calling of the RTS

Different voices of Reformed and Presbyterian theologians have
spoken out on the calling of the RTS. One of them, prof. J. Douma,
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a well-known Dutch reformed theologian, said: “The missionary
work of the RTS has the potential of becoming a great blessing for
the Church in Germany and the German speaking world.”
Another theologian, dr. M. Emmrich (from the OPC in the United
States) can be quoted as well: “The single most convincing reason
why any Christian ought to support foreign missions is faith
in Christ’s Great Commission. But some places have a strategic
importance. Germany is the geographical hub of Europe. If there
is a strong witness in this country, it sends a signal to the entire
continent. A school like the RTS is a fundamental stepping stone
towards building a confessing church of the Reformed faith in a
place of pervasive darkness.”
Therefore the RTS is encouraged, through the mercy of God, to
seek to establish a Reformed seminary with the aim of training
spiritually gifted men to become servants of Jesus Christ and his
Church in Germany and the German speawking world.
As tuition fees can cover only a minor part of the expenses for
facilities, wages, library, administration etc. and since the RTS
does not receive funds from the state, this new endeavor is fully
dependant on support from friends and sponsors.

“True treasure”

When one looks to the statistics of the church and of faith
according to the Reformation in Germany, one can become
very depressed. Let us then think of Luthers 62nd thesis of his 95
Theses: The true treasure of the church is the Holy Gospel of the
glory and the grace of God.
In accordance with this conviction one can confess question and
answer 54 of the Heidelberg Catechism with confidence and
hope – also in Germany of the 21st century: “What do you believe
concerning the ‘holy catholic Church?’ That out of the whole
human race, from the beginning to the end of the world, the Son
of God, by His Spirit and Word, gathers, defends, and preserves for
Himself unto everlasting life a chosen communion in the unity
of the true faith; and that I am and forever shall remain a living
member of this communion.”
We therefore keep our eye on Christ, the Head of our Church and
the eternal King of the Word ... And we pray to be faithful to his
commands, including his command to spread the gospel ... also in
Germany. n
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D. J. Steensma

Homosexuality and the local congregation
Summary of the Pastoral Guide1

At their General Synod of 2013, the Christelijke Gereformeerde Kerken
in the Netherlands made a declaration in regard to homosexuality and
homosexual relations. This declaration was based on a Vision Statement
that was prepared for and considered by the Synod.

I

n the previous issue of Lux Mundi, we published
a translation of the summary of this Statement.
In addition to the Vision Statement, the Synod
also released a Pastoral Guide, a summary of which
follows below. Both of these documents can be
found in their entirety at www.cgk.nl, along with
authorized English translations. Especially from a
pastoral perspective, it is regrettable that so many
valuable thoughts contained in the Guide had to be
left out of this brief summary.
This Guide aims to provide support in giving
pastoral guidance to members of their
congregations who have a homosexual orientation.
They are vulnerable in distinctive ways, and that
demands special attention. For such members,
the growing awareness of their orientation
will give rise to confusion and uncertainty. Lack
of understanding and rejection by others can
have serious effects. Their situation can lead to
loneliness, depression or worse.
Here lies a task for the pastor. He may and must
pass on the love of God, while at the same time
pointing to the guidance and standard of His Word.
In all this, the pastor must assume an attitude of
humility. For a very long time, homosexuals have
been stigmatized in our society, and portrayed in a
bad light. For the church, too, there is ample reason
to confess its own guilt in this matter.
In addition, the pastor must act cautiously, and
beware of making rash judgements. He knows that
he himself stands under the judgement of God. In an
attitude of humility and caution, he will be able to
assist homosexual brothers and sisters on their path
through life.
n About the author
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New life

Such a pastorate must speak of the new life in Christ.
This new life does not exclude one’s own sexual
orientation, nor the way in which believers come to
grips with it. It will resist any disobedience to the Word
of God. In this situation, the pastor will not simply
ignore the possibility of change. In this dispensation,
a measure of restoration may sometimes be possible.
The pastor may consider whether he can follow a path,
together with the brother or sister, in the direction
of change to their sexual orientation. We may not
a priori exclude such a possibility. In the first place,
because of God’s almighty power. But also, because
the background to such an orientation can sometimes
be found in certain experiences or circumstances in
the past. However, in most cases change will not be
possible. In situations, the homosexual orientation will
remain a lifelong thorn in the flesh. Both the pastor
and the congregation must then support their brother
or sister in the acceptance of such a reality.
Whoever must follow this path alone, will have
to abstain from sexual relations. Sometimes this
being single will become a gift from God to serve
the upbuilding of His church (see I Corinthians 7:7).
But even if this should not be so, the command to
refrain from sexual relations outside of marriage
still remains in force. We ought not, however,
regard this command of abstinence too lightly
or too easily. For many, knowing what they are
missing will be a painful experience, and an
occasion of (sometimes fierce) struggle. Also in this
struggle, however, God wants to graciously provide
for His people. He grants the fruits of His Spirit, one
of which is self-control. This gift is granted to all
believers. Self-control strengthens the weakness of
the will that clings to us all.
Homosexual members of the congregation do not
need to deny their feelings. But at the same time,
they may not idealize these feelings either. They
belong to the brokenness of our humanity.

Profile

In his pastoral activity with the member, the pastor
must listen with compassion and careful attention,
so that the other knows that he is given a full hearing.
Where necessary, the pastor will seek information
and advice from professionals in the field. In his
pastoral conversations, he will save Bible texts about
homosexual acts for later occasions. First of all, he will
read and talk about texts that reveal the love of God.
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An attitude of openness on the part of the pastor will lower the
threshold of communication. The same applies to openness on
the part of the brother or sister. However, they have the right not
to discuss with the pastor those matters that they only wish to
share with God or another person. Where the conversation is truly
obstructed, it is wise, by mutual agreement, to seek out another
person to take over the pastoral contact.
The topic of sexuality must also be raised in the preaching and
in catechesis. In a positive manner: with humility because of the
corruption caused by the fall into sin; with joy because of the
restoration that God gives in Christ. The pastor must take care to
point out that a homosexual orientation, in and of itself, is not a sin.
In any case, such an orientation does not usually arise because of
personal fault or guilt. A person’s own responsibility first comes into
the picture when considering how to deal with this brokenness.
The congregation as a whole also has a role to play in this
pastorate. Vulnerable members must be able to count on
protection, care and hospitality from other brothers and sisters.
At the same time, the congregation may call upon members who
have a homosexual orientation. Such members should be given
the opportunity to use their gifts and talents for the benefit of
others. Brothers who have suitable gifts for the pastorate or
diaconate may be considered as candidates for the office.
In general terms, these members too are called to serve. Those
who live singly and in sexual abstinence can continue to remind
the congregation of the heavenly joy to come. In the end, such
joy lies, not in relationships in the here and now, but in the
communion with God.

Family

A pastor will strongly advise a homosexual member not to live
under one roof with a friend of the same sex, even where there is
a promise to abstain from sexual relations. This does not imply,
however, that there is no room for certain forms of friendship.
Friendship can greatly ease the pain of loneliness. But even in these
forms of friendship, there is a need for a measure of restraint.
The church would do well to explore the possibility of fellowship
opportunities for members with a homosexual orientation,
occasions where they can experience friendship and affection
among each other and with others.
The pastorate will also pay attention to the family and close
relatives of homosexual members. Parents have to go through a
multitude of emotions when they discover their child is ‘gay’. This
can be a powerful source of tensions. New dilemmas will arise
when their child takes up a relationship. Even then, it is of prime
importance that the door always remains open.
When a married member discloses that he has a homosexual
orientation, his partner will require special pastoral care. The
bond of marriage will be sorely tested. But it should not be
assumed that it will necessarily be broken.
Where a member, notwithstanding, chooses to enter a
homosexual relationship, pastoral admonition will take its place
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within the whole of pastoral care. This will require a great deal
of caution. The nature of such a relationship will not always
be immediately clear. Where there are reasons for admonition,
it must take place seriously, sensitively and compassionately.
And where a loving conversation does not have the hoped-for
effect, the church council ought to proceed on the way of church
discipline. This is in keeping with the demand of Scripture and in
agreement with the confession of the church.
Following the path of discipline, however, does give rise to a
sense of perplexity. In itself, this key of the kingdom of heaven
is indispensable for the church. However, the experience of the
congregation in this regard can be problematic. Sometimes, this
key of discipline is used selectively. Its use may also vary from
one congregation to the next. Discipline is an integral part of
being church, but the way in which it functions calls for renewed
reflection. That is something the Synod has decided to do.

The denomination

Within the churches, there is sometimes a divergence of views
in this matter. Where this is the case, there is a need for further
discussion, and such discussion should take place within the
assemblies of the church. The honour of the church’s King and
unity among brothers demands it.
It should be clear that Scripture does not leave room for a
homosexual relationship as a ‘concession of last resort’. However,
in a missionary situation it may happen that one of the partners
in a homosexual relationship comes to faith. It is possible that
children, too, may come into the picture.
The question then arises how far someone, in a given situation,
must have progressed on the path of sanctification before they
may make public profession of their faith. This question may also
arise in relation to our own non-communicant members. It is not
for nothing that at their profession we often welcome them with
the words: welcome to the struggle. We receive and accept them
in their sincere intention and desire to make progress on the way
of salvation.
In itself, sin has no right to a place in our lives, not even for a
moment. But we must acknowledge that it takes time to be truly
rid of its power and influence. The congregation must exercise
patience here. After all, the congregation is to be compared
more to a workshop than to a showroom. At the same time, the
presence of a public sin must be a reason for church councils to
postpone the public profession of faith of those who continue to
live in a homosexual relationship.
It is possible that an exceptional situation may arise, in which
a church council is compelled to diverge from this point of
departure. Temporarily, an ‘impossible possibility’ may have
to become a ’possible impossibility’. Even then, the normative
pastoral direction must remain clear.
In such a situation the exercise of proper caution within the
council, and the unity among the churches together, will best be
served by approaching the classis (presbytery) beforehand with a
request for advice. n
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Jesus said, “I am
the light of the world.”

John 8:12
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